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I attend this meeting as National President of Assonautica which is the national agency of Unioncamere (Federation of Italian Chambers of Commerce) assigned with the promotion of yachting and nautical tourism.

Assonautica is composed of 40 Chambers of Commerce, 37 provincial territorial associations and 2 regional territorial associations. It also includes Ucina (Unione cantieri, industrie nautiche ed affini - Union of shipyards, nautical industries and similar), the Institute G. Tagliacarne, the Istituto di studi e ricerche  di Unioncamere - Unioncamere Institute of Research and Studies, the private companies Mare Nostrum Srl and Nautital SpA, which is a company established ad hoc with the purpose of managing the European Portal of yachting.

Among the several projects implemented by Assonautica the most important for us is Appointment in Adriatic. This project was born seventeen years ago in the 1989 July-August period, when the Adriatic was engulfed by a terrible mucilage, which represented a strong challenge for nautical tourism not only in that year.

The starting point of the project is the awareness that nautical tourism in the Adriatic is not only economic but also social, cultural and political resource, representing an asset that should be treated as a single totality in order to grant efficient participation in European and international markets. The region should be promoted as a single tourist supply with an unique image even though its specificities (since the region is composed of different countries, namely, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Montenegro, Albania and Greece) aimed at competing in equal conditions with other prestigious and suggestive destinations, from the Maldives to the Seychelles, from the Madagascar to the Caribbean. Such a project would have been deemed utopia twenty years ago also because of the distressful events registered in that period. Today, at the same time that the region's political and economic outline has thoroughly changed and the European Union has expanded itself paying special attention to the whole area, some difficulties still persist, also because of the different stage of development in each country. On the other hand, nautical structures have been increased over the last years, thus resulting in a vast improvement of tourist ports and of services required to strengthen the competitiveness of the Adriatic at the international level. 

Therefore, the pace towards this goal should be accelerated, also because of increasing competition with European and international markets. Even those countries in advantageous position today risk not to stand competition in the future if they try to act by themselves.

This is the experience that we have gained over the last years with Appointment in Adriatic. The event, held on the July-August period, with an average of forty fifty sailing and motor boats, is an extraordinary opportunity to get together, during the cruise, entrepreneurs, managers, cultural personalities of both sides of the Adriatic, always represented as a unique reality consolidated over centuries of economic and cultural trade. A tradition that affects every single country not only in terms of local economy but also of cultural and social exchange. Therefore, the Adriatic considered as a single totality is the goal we strive for, and we hope that everyone will collaborate thinking about today but also about the future.

Nautical tourism is practised by millions of Europeans. In addition, a revival of the Mediterranean Sea, in which the Adriatic is included, is observed and easy realised by taking into account the boom verified in the number of cruises and charters in the Adriatic.

In order to accomplish these tasks, we take into consideration the possibility of establishing an Adriatic Nautical District with the purpose of implementing this project by combining all competencies and available public and private resources, in such a way as to call the attention of our country’s governments to the need for harmonising current national legislations on Adriatic yachting. Since legislations are not completely homogeneous, nautical customers, who are important customers for other sectors as well, are negatively affected. 

We would like to thank the Adriatic and Ionian Chambers Forum for giving us the opportunity to address this stimulating issue. Furthermore, we declare the absolute availability of our Association which, established by Unioncamere in 1971, has already accumulated an experience of more than thirty years on yachting tourism.


Thank you.
GIANFRANCO PONTEL – National President of Assonautica
Budva May 16-17-18, 2005

  


